
Fortified Timber Decking



Introducing 
Sicaro
The next generation of beauty and 
performance in timber. 

A culmination of technological 
development, delivering unparalleled 
performance in form, function, and 
durability.

Beauty you can feel.



New Zealand-grown 
radiata clearwood

Graded precisely, removing all defects for superior appearance and 
performance.

FSC® certified FSC® is dedicated to the promotion of responsible forest management 
worldwide.

75 year warranty Beautifully crafted and durable for generations to come.

Specifications

Sicaro Fortification

A natural product 
with soul.

Live, work and 
play with a clear 

conscience.

Hard and strong A unique water-based resin is impregnated throughout the timber. 
Once cured Sicaro is food grade, inert and irreversible. The process 
fortifies the timber, greatly improving density, hardness, and durability 
beyond that of rainforest hardwood.

Colour infused Through-colour infusion provides a beautiful finish and colours 
the timber to the core without the need of coating, enhancing the 
installation and maintenance experience.

Long and straight Whilst performing like a hardwood, Sicaro comes in long and straight
lengths. This improves the impact of the finished project by minimising 
joins and makes installation a breeze.

Lasting smooth 
finish 

Provides a pleasant underfoot experience for your outdoor setting. No 
rough surface to catch on clothing or towels. Lovely to lay on without 
the risk of splinters.

Leach free No bleeding makes Sicaro a perfect decking solution especially for 
your pool surround or on second story balcony decks.



Coating and Finishes

A quality exterior oil is recommended before and after installation. This will help to retain 
the original appearance of Sicaro. Genia recommends CD50 Extreme. Follow coating 
manufacturer’s directions.

Documentation

The Sicaro range is supported with documents 
to support building consent application, 
installation and maintenance.

— Product technical statement
— Installation guide
— Minor variation form
— Owner’s guide

Finishing

Genia recommends that Sicaro is installed reeded face down.
Lengths vary between 3.0m and 5.4m. 
Genia cannot guarantee specific lengths.

Availability

Product Code Profile Profile Size

Ticari

DE-DE01-SI-TI DE01 90mm x 21mm

DE-DE02-SI-TI DE02 140mm x 21mm

Livada

DE-DE01-SI-LI DE01 90mm x 21mm

DE-DE02-SI-LI DE02 140mm x 21mm
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Contact us
For all sample and 
specification enquiries,  
please don't hesitate to  
contact our team on:

03 528 1026

architectural@genia.co.nz

genia.co.nz


